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UTTAR HARYANA BIJLI VITRAN NIGAM

Sales Circular No. U- 23/2016
From

The Chief General Manager/Commercial,
UHBVN, Panchkula

ro
All CEs/ (OP)/SEs (OP) Xens/SDOs/op,
JEs-l, Incharge in UHBVN

Memo No.Ch- OR-11/(~~oJqrA//{A-j /<:ft;f I fJE r-f /CGM/C-I
Dated: 08.07.2016

Subject:- Acceptance of payments of electricity bills of more than Rs. 1.00 Lakh
through RTGS/NEFT only.

HERC in its order on the ARR for FY 2015-16 has issued a directive that
the payments above 1 lakh should be accepted through RTGS/NEFT only. However, the
payments made through online mode such as Net Banking, Credit Card & Debit Card
shall be considered at par with RTGS/NEET for the purpose.

The detailed procedure for acceptance of payments of Electricity Bill
through RTGS/NEFT mode has been finalized by FAlHQ (Annexure-I).

Further, the part payment duly approved by the competent authority due to
some reason if any shall only be accepted at the Nigam's counter.

To ensure proper accounting / checking, a register containing each and every
entry where part payment has been allowed shall be maintained in the office of SDO/OP.
The register shall be maintained consumer wise and month-wise by appending brief remarks
for making part payment. A monthly statement shall be submitted by SDO/OP to the office of
XEN/SE/CE 'OP' concerned. In addition to this statement, soft copy of above register shall
be submitted to the Chief/Auditor on monthly basis.

Besides above, the following actions are required to be taken to make the
concerned consumer aware about this change by way of following:-

A. All bills to be generated henceforth should have a prominent display to this
effect for information and awareness of the consumers. Action in this regard is
to be taken by the billing agencies M/s HARTRON, NEILlT, HCL(T) and TCS.

B. The arrangement shall run concurrently i.e. off-line and on-line (RTGS/NEFT)
for a period upto 31.07.2016.

C. All SE/OP shall create awareness in this regard amongst industrial Associations
/ RWAs and wide publicity through print media / local TV channels.

D. All HT Industrial/NOS and other consumers shall be intimated of this
mandatory provision through delivery of these instruction through hard copy /
soft form

The above instructions should be brought to the notice of all concerned for

strict and meticulous compliance.
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Annexure-I

S~bject:- Receipt of payments of electricity bills through RTGS/NEFT from
consumers.

The procedure for acceptance, of payments of electricity bills from consumers
through RTGS/NEFT has been finalized and it has been decided to allow the consumers to
make payment of their energy bills through RTGS/NEFT mode AT PAR with online
transaction free of cost. The procedure shall be as follows:

1, Any consumer (R-APDRP or Non R-APDRP) who intends to make payment
through RTGS/NEFT shall have to visit UHBVN official website and Select Pay
Bills Online feature or alternatively he can directly logon to UHBVNL E-Payment
Website (http://epayment.uhbvn,orq,in) ,

2. Consumer will submit his Account Number to retrieve particulars of his
Bili/outstanding Amount.

3. Thereafter, Consumer will provide his Mobile Number and Email so as Payment
Status and Receipt respectively can be delivered,

4, Finally, Consumer will opt for RTGSI NEFT from various Payment Options viz,
Bill Desk, HDFC, NEFTI RTGS or CSC E-Wallet and click Pay Now to generate
Bank Deposit Challan.

5, Consumer will approach his Bank to execute NEFTI RTGS against a physical
copy of this Bank Deposit Challan as per usual procedure of the respective
Bank.

6, Institutional consumers like BSNL, Tower Companies having multiple electricity
account will be able to make payments towards multiple accounts together
through a Single NEFTI RTGS transaction,

7, Such Consumers shall submit subsequent Account Numbers as advised in
Step 2 above and thereafter generate a Single. Bank Deposit Challan for all,
such Account Numbers by submitting Pay Now button,

8, The payment will be automatically posted into the consumer's electricity
account. UHBVN will issue Receipt upon realization of Bill Payment and
intimate the Consumer through Text Message on hisl her Mobile No I Email.

9. Consumer can visit UHBVN E-Payment Website at his convenience and take
the print out of the receipt of the Bill Payment.

10. It is to be noted that any payment made by the consumer through this mode
lesser than the amount printed on the challan shall be out rightly rejected by the
system and no claim for all such transactions will be accepted by the UHBVNL,

11. However, any amount exceeding the amount printed on the challan will be
accepted and excess amount will be adjusted with the Account having highest
Bill Amount.

12. Sub divisions will have to download the RIB of all such transactions from the
Cash Collection System developed by Pragyaware Informatics at par with the,
online and CSC transactions,

The above may please be got noted from all concerned for meticulous follow
up. It may be noted that no manual/other RTGSI NEFT payment be accepted from now
onwards.


